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INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

When it was created in 2011, MOPED (Multi-Omics Profiling Expression Database) initially focused on just one class of molecules---proteins ([@B1],[@B2]). Current high-throughput approaches produce a vast amount of diverse molecular expression data ([@B3]) that can be utilized to enable a deeper understanding of biological processes. The need for multi-omics data systems is highlighted by the number of biological discoveries that were made possible by examining multiple omics data types ([@B4]--[@B7]).

With the addition of transcriptomics in 2014, MOPED became a multi-omics resource ([@B8]). Utilizing consistent processing, MOPED provides gene and protein expression data that can be compared across experiments, conditions and tissues. Integration of these multi-omics data occurs through direct links between genes and proteins, connections to pathways and consistent experimental metadata.

MOPED provides detailed experimental metadata via a standardized multi-omics checklist. The checklist provides details about research objectives, experimental design, protocols, instrumentation, data processing and analysis ([@B9]--[@B11]). This added layer of experimental metadata can be used by researchers to assess data quality, consistency, usability and reproducibility.

New features and data have been added to MOPED to provide meaningful integration of multi-omics. These new features include Pathway Details pages, pathway expression summaries, experimental metadata checklists for all gene and most protein expression experiments, summary statistics for experiments and more advanced searching tools including Boolean searching. MOPED data are integrated in the context of biological pathways through pathway summaries and expression statistics, allowing the user to examine connections and interactions ([@B12]). Advanced searching enables queries of diverse data types, including genes, proteins, pathways, metadata, conditions, localizations, tissues and organisms.

NEW DATA {#SEC2}
========

MOPED data come from individual researchers and public repositories (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) ([@B13]--[@B21]), (<http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org>, <https://www.proteomicsdb.org/>). Consistent processing of hand-curated experiments provides a foundation for integrated data analysis ([@B1],[@B8],[@B22]--[@B23]). All proteomics data are processed and analyzed using SPIRE; protein expression data combined with normal tissue protein concentrations are used to uniquely estimate protein concentrations ([@B1],[@B22],[@B24]--[@B25]). Preprocessed transcriptomics data are downloaded from GEO and analyzed using the R package LIMMA ([@B8],[@B26]--[@B27]). The addition of experimental metadata provides details about experimental design, instrument, processing and analysis ([@B9],[@B10]).

###### External sources for MOPED data

  Data type   Expression data                                                       Names, descriptions and mappings
  ----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  Protein     PRIDE, PeptideAtlas, proteomeXchange, ProteomicsDB, Individual Labs   UniProt
  Gene        GEO                                                                   Ensembl, Entrez
  Pathway                                                                           BioCyc, PANTHER, Reactome

Expression data come from public repositories and individual labs ([@B13]--[@B21]) (<http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org>, <https://www.proteomicsdb.org/>).

The number of expression records contained in MOPED has increased to over 5 million: ∼1 million for protein absolute expression, 100 000 for protein relative expression and over 4 million for gene relative expression data (Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). These expression records correspond to ∼75 000 genes and 50 000 proteins from four organisms (human, mouse, worm, yeast). MOPED includes data from ∼25 000 human genes and 18 000 human proteins. These expression records are from 670 unique combinations of experiment, condition, localization and tissue. Each MOPED experiment can include a number of these unique combinations. The proteins and genes are linked to over 5000 pathways from three prominent pathway resources (BioCyc, Reactome and PANTHER) ([@B16]--[@B18]).

###### Current data statistics for MOPED as of August 31, 2014

                                                                          Protein absolute expression   Protein relative expression   Gene relative expression
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------
  Number of expression records                                            960 574                       92 824                        4 224 869
  Unique combinations of experiment, condition, localization and tissue   362                           59                            249
  Number of experiments                                                   73                            18                            183
  Number of conditions                                                    94                            48                            272
  Number of tissues                                                       137                           17                            112
  Number of human proteins or genes                                       18 475                        7987                          24 517
  Number of mouse proteins or genes                                       14 116                        3557                          26 904
  Number of worm proteins or genes                                        10 178                        466                           18 143
  Number of yeast proteins or genes                                       5402                          0                             5811
  Number of pathways                                                      5417                          3295                          5517

Each experiment consists of unique combinations of conditions, localizations and tissues. Expression records are expression values for a protein or gene corresponding to a combination of experiment, condition, localization and tissue.

MOPED is continually expanding by monitoring and downloading new experimental data from public repositories: PRIDE, PeptideAtlas, proteomeXchange, ProteomicsDB and GEO ([@B19]--[@B21]), (<http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org>, <https://www.proteomicsdb.org/>). Recent additions to MOPED include two prominent Human Proteome studies of protein absolute expression data on 30 tissues and cell lines from the Pandey group ([@B28]) and on 21 tissues, cell lines and fluids from the Kuster group (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B29]) (raw data download from ProteomeXchange, PXD000561 and PXD000865). Other recent data additions include absolute expression from deep proteome profiling of 11 cell lines ([@B30]) and proteomics analysis of the NCI-60 cell line panel ([@B31]). To provide a valuable resource for investigating cancer mechanisms, transcriptomics data from the NCI-60 cell line panel ([@B32]) are being incorporated along with the proteomics data.

![Absolute expression chart for two prominent 'Nature' proteome studies, which highlights the absolute expression of protein P07148 in standard conditions across different tissues ([@B28],[@B29]).](gku1175fig1){#F1}

MOPED FEATURES {#SEC3}
==============

The enhanced MOPED interface enables querying of proteins, genes and keywords to access expression data, summary information and advanced data visualization. The interface not only allows exploration of expression data points but also provides pre-calculated pathway statistics, summary pages and visualizations for a comprehensive yet concise view of the data. The home search page features six tabs: Protein Absolute Expression, Protein Relative Expression, Gene Relative Expression, Pathways, Experiments and Visualization.

Each of the six tabs in MOPED is designed to enable rapid querying. MOPED uses Lucene for full-text indexing, and AspectJ and Google Analytics for tracking and optimization (Apache Foundation, <http://lucene.apache.org/>; Eclipse Foundation, <http://eclipse.org/aspectj/>; Google, <http://www.google.com/analytics/>). The queries are built and executed via the Basic Search (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and Advanced Search (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) options. The Highlights section features preset examples.

![(**A**) Basic Search example for 'gene = BRC\*', default view. (**B**) Basic Search example for 'gene=BRC\* and organism=human and (condition=standard or condition=\*cancer\*)', extended view. Search results are expanded to include *P*-value, False Discovery Rate (FDR), localization and chromosome.](gku1175fig2){#F2}

![Pathway Absolute Expression bar chart of Scavenging of Heme from Plasma. Chart can be compared and filtered by tissue or condition. Mouse-overs provide more information about the expression data point.](gku1175fig3){#F3}

Search capabilities {#SEC3-1}
-------------------

Basic Search now supports wildcards and logic statements. For example, in the Gene Relative Expression tab, a basic search for 'gene=BRC\*' returns relative expression data for all genes from human and model organisms, whose names start with BRC (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, a basic search in the Gene Relative Expression tab for 'gene=BRC\* and organism=human and (condition=standard or condition=\*cancer\*)' returns all human gene relative expression data for genes' names that start with BRC and conditions that are either standard or have 'cancer' in the name (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

As a multi-omics resource, MOPED supports gene and protein queries under each of the six tabs. For example, a protein ID can be used to search under the Gene Relative Expression tab to obtain all the gene relative expression records for the gene that corresponds to the query protein. Pathways that contain the query protein/gene are conveniently linked to the Results table. This integration enables comprehensive searching with a single ID, whether gene or protein.

The Advanced Search panels available for all tabs have been expanded (Supplementary Figure S1). The drop-down menus show all of the available search options, for example: organism, experiment, condition, localization, tissue, chromosome location, expression ratio and data type. In addition, MOPED allows switching between tabs while preserving the query results.

Results tables {#SEC3-2}
--------------

Query results are displayed in tables that are divided into sections for ease of use. For instance, searching under Gene Relative Expression returns a table of gene relative expression records. Each record has an expression ratio and the corresponding *P*-value for each gene in an experiment. This expression ratio reflects a comparison between either tissues or conditions as determined by the experimental design. The expression records are also linked to chromosomes and pathways ([@B14]--[@B18]). All values can be sorted and downloaded.

Details pages {#SEC3-3}
-------------

Detailed data on each biological entity are provided on the Details pages. For example, a Gene Details page contains a link to the corresponding protein, chromosome mappings, gene description and a link to GeneCards ([@B33]). Genes are also linked to external sources including NCBI Gene, GO, etc. and pathways (Reactome, PANTHER and BioCyc) (Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) ([@B13]--[@B18],[@B33]--[@B44]). Gene and Protein Details pages display gene and protein expression data, respectively. The pages are enhanced by the embedded expression bar charts.

###### MOPED references the following external resources on the Protein and Gene Details pages ([@B13]--[@B16],[@B33]--[@B43]).

  External source   Protein   Gene   Reference         
  ----------------- --------- ------ ----------------- ----------
  GeneCards\*       X         X      ([@B33])          
  PDB\*             X                ([@B41],[@B42])   
  BioCyc\*          X                ([@B16])          
  UniProt           X                ([@B13])          
  NCBI Gene         X         X      ([@B15])          
  RefSeq            X                ([@B34])          
  ensembl           X         X      ([@B14])          
  EMBL              X                ([@B35])          
                                                       
  WormBase          X         X      ([@B36])          
  MGI               X                ([@B37])          
  KEGG              X                ([@B38])          
  HGNC              X         X      ([@B39])          
  SGD               X                                  ([@B40])
  GenBank                     X                        ([@B43])
  GO                X         X      ([@B44])          

\* indicates resources that are cross-referenced with MOPED.

Details pages for Pathways display pathway absolute expression data and their bar graph together with links to external resources and a list of associated genes and proteins. The associated genes and proteins link directly to their expression data. The Experiment Details page includes the standardized experimental metadata checklist and summary statistics, such as the number of over- or under-expressed proteins or genes ([@B9],[@B10]).

Pathways {#SEC3-4}
--------

MOPED adopted a pathway-centric view to integrate gene and protein expression data. The new Pathways tab enables querying for pathway names, keywords and biomolecules in addition to the standard organism, experiment, condition, localization and tissue options. Protein absolute expression data from a given experiment are mapped onto established pathways from Reactome, PANTHER and BioCyc ([@B16]--[@B18]). Using this mapping, MOPED provides summary statistics for pathway expression to enable a view of proteins working together in the same pathway. These statistics include pathway coverage, odds ratio and the corresponding *P*-value calculated by Fisher\'s exact test ([@B12]).

Versatile query and search tools enable complex queries to explore these experiment-level pathway datasets. Under the Pathways tab, researchers can query for pathways by full or partial names as well as by bimolecular identifiers. The pathway expression results can then be sorted or downloaded. For example, the user can visualize the results for pathways expressed in cystic fibrosis-related experiments (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Experimental metadata {#SEC3-5}
---------------------

Under the Experiments tab, researchers can search, filter and review experimental metadata. For example, querying for 'cystic fibrosis' will return a list of experiments where the search term appears in the experiment description. The results include summary statistics on genes, proteins and pathways expressed in each experiment.

Experimental metadata are captured using a multi-omics checklist ([@B9]--[@B11],[@B45]). This checklist provides information about experimental design, data collection and analysis. This added layer of experimental metadata can be used by researchers to assess the quality, consistency, usability and reproducibility of data in MOPED.

MOPED currently contains experimental metadata checklists on 12 proteomics and all 183 transcriptomics experiments ([@B9],[@B10]). For example, the snyder_personal_omics_profiling experiment has experimental metadata describing experiment design, data collection and data analysis (Supplementary Figure S2) ([@B45]). Built-in links to GEO provide additional information about the transcriptomics experiments ([@B21]). The MOPED team is currently working on completing metadata checklists for all experiments in MOPED.

Visualizations {#SEC3-6}
--------------

MOPED provides interactive visualizations including bar graphs of protein, gene and pathway expression levels across experiments that can be viewed by either tissue or condition (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The expression matrix compares expression of neighboring genes and corresponding proteins along the chromosome that can be grouped by tissue or condition. The chord diagram gives an overview of MOPED data content for different organisms. Mouse-over descriptions enhance the plots by providing more detailed graphical and experimental information.

MOPED\'S IMPACT {#SEC3-7}
---------------

MOPED provides support for the scientific community as a resource of processed expression data. Researchers have used MOPED to help identify potential proteins to study based on expression levels ([@B46]), to compare expression of different proteins across experiments, conditions, localizations and tissues ([@B47],[@B48]), to investigate expression levels in various tissue types, cell lines, conditions and diseases ([@B49]--[@B51]) and to help link uncharacterized proteins to diabetes and cancer ([@B52],[@B53]).

MOPED was originally created in response to a survey indicating a need for a processed expression database ([@B1],[@B3]). Through direct and indirect interactions, the MOPED team is able to learn the needs of biological and biomedical researchers and respond with updates and improvements. With this feedback in mind, MOPED acknowledges the changing needs of the life sciences community.

Data submissions {#SEC3-8}
----------------

To be a complete and accurate data resource, MOPED needs to reflect the current understanding of gene, protein and pathway expression patterns through access to the most recent data and experiments. MOPED provides a convenient venue for researchers to both make their data public and share these privately with collaborators and reviewers ([@B1],[@B3]). Private MOPED provides the same features, tools and conveniences as the public MOPED but enables the owner of the data to both limit access and make the data public when appropriate. If interested in submitting data to MOPED, please contact the MOPED team through the Forum: <http://moped-forum.proteinspire.org>.

Future directions {#SEC3-9}
-----------------

As the field of biology rapidly advances, MOPED is advancing with it. MOPED took the following steps to complement developments in research: transitioned from proteomics to multi-omics ([@B8]), added metadata to enable more reliable use and integration of multiple data sources ([@B9],[@B11]) and used pathways to create a coherent view of multi-omics data and an experimental level assessment of expression ([@B12]). The next steps for MOPED are to enhance integration of different MOPED data types. This will be done by providing integrated data views, graphical displays and pathway analyses that show and utilize multiple omics data types. In addition, future versions of MOPED will offer disease-centric data integration and include additional model organisms. The disease-centric view will allow the comparison of biomolecular processes and their functions between normal and disease states. Also, MOPED plans to add pathway relative expression statistics to identify over/under-expression of pathways in relative expression experiments for both proteomics and transcriptomics data ([@B54],[@B55]). These steps will continue the advancement of MOPED as a resource for biological and biomedical science.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA {#SEC4}
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gku1175/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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